
When small parts have to do a big job.

Glutz Industrial Components.



Glutz: your first stop 

for high-quality industrial 

components.

Numerous leading companies operating world-
wide have their industrial components developed 
and manufactured by Glutz. With their high quality,  
Glutz components assure advantages in hard-
fought markets.

Glutz has produced high-quality access solutions 
for 160 years. In order to maintain a con-sistently 
high level of quality, the company has always 
produced the small components of locks,  
fittings and hinges in-house.

The Glutz Industrial Components division is 
the natural evolution of this tradition. The divi-
sion produces small parts using state-of-the-art 
equipment and groundbreaking technologies for 
excellent results. Numerous customers renowned 
worldwide, as well as small and medium-sized 
companies, value the unique quality of Glutz in-
dustrial components and the high-precision man-
ufacturing. This includes the innovative expertise 
of Glutz. Our offering also comprises intelligent 
prototyping and custom production pieces. 

Industrial components in the best Swiss quality –  
manufactured precisely to your requirements:  
We would be glad to show you how.



Your benefits brought  

to the point.

Comprehensive expertise
Tell us about your requirements – we help you every step  
of the way from the initial idea to the finished serial part.

We are driven by your success
Our work is always geared towards you – our customer, whom 
we want to help succeed by providing outstanding service.

Specialisation
As an independent service centre, we have unique specialised 
skills and can draw on extensive experience from hundreds 
of successful projects.

On a level playing field
We communicating with as one professional working with 
another professional – always with the goal of finding the opti-
mal solution for every imaginable situation.

Complete package
You benefit from the best Swiss quality, delivery reliability and 
attractive prices – the basis of our successful collaboration.



A partnership  

where everyone wins.

Glutz Industrial Components is your ideal partner for  
development and production of high-quality industrial  
components.

Build on experience
Glutz has 160 years of experience in the production of 
industrial components. This also includes unique expertise 
gained from hundreds of projects.

Efficient processes
Your parts are produced with state-of-the art production equip-
ment. Glutz uses sophisticated production processes to ensure 
that you benefit from an optimal price-performance ratio.

Swiss made
The Glutz method: highly precise, efficient and always reliable 
work. With world-renowned Swiss engineering, we find solu-
tions that meet the the strictest requirements.

Long-term perspective
As an independent family-operated company with around 
300 employees, Glutz relies on long-term business relation-
ships. Everything is simplified w hen p artners k now a nd a p-
preciate each other.



Everything is possible: Glutz offers you a wide spectrum of production methods for your punched  
and bent parts.

Production according to your exact requirements: 

punched and bent parts.

Prototypes
Save time and money: we produce prototype parts 
at an early development stage – according to your 
exact specifications. In the process, we optimise 
the interplay of material, functionality and design: 
a perfect starting point for later serial production.

Manual production
Some punched parts can only be manufactured 
or finished separately. Our specialists are indispen-
sable for production of smaller series. Production 
by robots is only advantageous with a sufficient 
minimum unit quantity.

Assemblies
Assemblies are punched parts and formed parts 
consisting of multiple elements; screws, sheet met-
al parts and other materials are combined to form 
a unit. Glutz efficiently assembles your components 
in continuous processes or by means of manual pro-
duction or punching processes.

Progressive die punching
If you item is produced in a series of punches, 
the progressive die punch is used. These parts are 
usually free-falling bulk goods. 



Strip punching with rolling
You don't want your parts produced as bulk goods? 
No problem. Strip punching with rolling means 
they are rolled again after the punching process. 

Surface finishing
We can also handle the surface finishing o f y our 
parts. We rely our trusted Swiss partners for these 
tasks. Your benefit: production and surface finish-
ing of your parts are handled by a single provider.

Certificated: tested quality
Glutz is certified to ISO 9001 :2015 – proof of 
the highest quality



Special hinges
Special hinges are often needed to build vehicles, 
machinery and furniture. They are the bridge be-
tween moving parts that is sometimes concealed 
in the background and sometimes prominently  
displayed.

Glutz is your ideal partner for the design and man-
ufacture of special hinges. Whether they handle 
a standard task or have to master nearly acrobatic 
movements: we find the right solution. We work 
together with you to design the specific hinge ac-
cording to your requirements. Then we produce 
and optimise the prototypes and, after approval, 
start serial production of your special hinge.



Glutz AG
Segetzstrasse 13, 4502 Solothurn, Switzerland Tel. 
+41 32 625 65 20, Fax +41 32 625 65 35 
info@glutz.com, www.glutz.com

Glutz Deutschland GmbH
Schmalenhofer Strasse 61, 42551 Velbert, Germany 
Tel. +49 2051 80 13 51-0, Fax +49 2051 80 13 51-15 
info-de@glutz.com, www.glutz.com

Glutz GmbH, Austria
Zimbagasse 5a, 1140 Wien, Austria 
Tel. +43 7946 20506, Fax +43 7946 20506-10 
info-at@glutz.at, www.glutz.com

Glutz UK Ltd. 
11 Finch Drive, Springwood Industrial Estate 
Braintree CM7 2SF, United Kingdom
Tel. +44 1376 348 808, Fax +44 1376 348 848 
info@glutz.co.uk, www.glutz.com
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